Interactive Insights™ – RelationshipsVersion
An Internet-based assessment leading to enhanced RELATIONSHIPS.
THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF
KNOWLEDGE
The first and most important step in
developing effective relationships is
to know oneself. For example,
when you gain an overall
understanding of your natural
behavior, you will learn how it
influences your relationships with
others. The next step is relating the
information you have discovered to
others so those who are important to
you can understand you better. How
well you accomplish these two steps
directly relates to the success of
your relationships. The Interactive
Insights - Relationships Version is
an Internet-based assessment that
makes it easy for you to discover
your unique strengths and make a
plan to use them in creating great
relationships with others. This can
lead to a renewed sense of personal
satisfaction in sharing and enjoying
your life.

OVERVIEW
The Interactive Insights Relationships Version guides you
through the online completion of a
proven behavioral assessment and
personalized self-development plan.
Since it is based on the Internet, it is
ultimately flexible and can be
completed in the privacy of your
own home or anywhere you wish.
The entire assessment and
self-development plan is finished in
less than an hour and updated by
you as the year progresses. It is
possible, but not necessary, that you

share the results with a personal
coach to help you achieve the
results you want in your
relationships.

EASY 3-STEP PROCESS
The first step is the completion of a
behavioral assessment, which is
finished in only 10 minutes.
The second step presents you with
the results of the completed
assessment, from which you select
the most accurate descriptions of
yourself and your strengths.
In the third and final step, you are
guided through a series of questions
to help you establish a plan for
maximizing your relationship
strengths.
After finishing the process, you
receive detailed and personalized
information by email: the
Interactive Insights - Relationships
Version report and your Blueprint
For Success™ (see below).

COMPONENTS OF
INTERACTIVE INSIGHTS –
RELATIONSHIPS VERSION
1.A full consultative Interactive
Insights – Relationships Version
report containing personalized
information on General
Characteristics, Personal
Requirements, Relationship
Strengths, Keys to Communicating
with You, Barriers to
Communicating with You, and

Hindering Factors.
2.A personalized action plan in the
form of a Blueprint For Success
containing the personalized
responses to the online
self-development plan questions
about enhancing relationship
strengths.
The respondent can re-access their
blueprint and update it as goals are
achieved throughout the following
year, making it an ideal tool for
self-development and personal
coaching.

ACHIEVE SUCCESSFUL
RELATIONSHIPS
If you want to develop your
relationship skills to re-energize
your life, then Interactive Insights –
Relationships Version is the key.
Completing this valuable
self-assessment process and
experiencing the rewards will
enable you to create the type of
relationships you want in your life.
Apply the results of your Interactive
Insights - Relationships Version
assessment to renew your focus on
enhancing your relationships, and
achieve the success you desire.
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